
What is the Delta Element?
It is the new, lowest cost member of the Delta family of XRF 
analyzers. The Element has only a single beam and lower cost 
design. Think of the Element as the Classic’s low-cost twin.

It was named the “Element” to infer not only what the 
instrument does (elemental analysis), but also as the basic 
foundation of our product line. Elements are the building 
blocks of nature which cannot be further separated into 
simpler substances by normal chemical means. The 
Element is the foundation of our Delta product line on 
which other features and components are added to build 
our higher performance systems in the Delta Classic, 
Professional and Premium.

Why the Delta Element?
Our message to prospective customers:

“Thought you couldn’t afford handheld XRF? Think again. 
The Olympus Delta Element; Powerful yet affordable 
elemental analysis and alloy identification. Fast, simple, 
reliable.”

The idea is to significantly open up our addressable market 
to customers who previously couldn’t afford handheld XRF. 
This will also give us the capability to better compete in 
highly competitive pricing situations.

What are the target markets?
1.   Basic scrap sorting: Smaller scrap yards that mainly handle 

stainless and other high-alloy steels. No light elements (Al, SI,  
S and P) and very limited aluminum alloy capabilities.

2.   Basic manufacturing QA/QC: Smaller metal fabrication 
companies and machine shops.

3.   Metal service centers: Warehouses and distribution centers. 
May perform some value-added operations such as cut-to-
length.

4.  Precious metals: Cash for gold, pawn shops, jewelers, etc.

What is different about the Delta Element?
There are a few differences between the DELTA Classic 
and the DELTA Element. All differences are aimed at 
lowering manufacturing costs without impacting analytical 
performance.

•   Hardware – No filter wheel and a single x-ray tube excitation 
voltage (35 kV).  

•   Accessories – The Delta Element comes with a battery 
charger instead of the docking station. The carrying case is 
also blow-molded plastic, similar to what is used for some 
other NDT products, not a Pelican case.

•  Manufacturing – Assembly and calibration of the Element 
are streamlined to lessen the “touch-time” required in 
manufacturing, thus lowering overall costs.
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What calibrations are on the Delta Element?
Alloy and Precious Metals are standard on every Element.

What window is on the Delta Element?
The Element comes with a 50 µm Kapton window. It is 
very robust and still allows the detection of titanium in 321 
Stainless. Since the window is thick, there is no need for  
the Window Guard calibration.

Who would want to buy the Delta Element? 
People that want to do single beam alloy testing for Scrap, 
PMI, QA/QC and Precious Metals. Like we offer 2 SDD 
models, we now offer 2 Si-Pin models – the Classic Plus  
and the Element.

Will this cannibalize Delta Classic Sales?
It is anticipated that a significant portion of our current 
Delta Classic sales will be turned into Delta Element 
sales. However, by opening up the addressable market, 
we anticipate a much higher volume. If you need any 
modifications such as additional modes or elements, a 
camera or collimation, you can upsell to a Delta Classic. 

Discounting on the Element will be highly discouraged if not 
completely prohibited. If your customer needs any features 
not available on the Element, then upsell and discount the 
Classic if necessary to secure the sale.

What if I want to add a mode?
Buy a DELTA Classic Plus.

What if I want to add a camera?
Buy a DELTA Classic Plus.

What if I want to add collimation?
Buy a DELTA Classic Plus.

What if I want to add an extra element?
Buy a DELTA Classic Plus. 

What if I want to use a multi-beam mode like  
RoHS or Soil?
Buy a DELTA Classic Plus.

What about accessories?
The Element and the other DELTA analyzers only have 
internal hardware differences. Therefore, all DELTA 
accessories will work with the Element, including Hot Heel, 
Weld Mask, WorkStation, Soil Foot, Soil Stick, BlueTooth 
printer, GPS and bar code scanner.
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